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Installation Information
Item #P0729
Deck Mount Shower Enclosure Unit with Adjustable Centers to 9”
Warranted only if installed by a qualified licensed plumber. Use Teflon tape on all threaded connections.
Step 1: Installation of Faucet – P0684 Deck Mount Body with Adjustable Arms (Less Handheld)
1. Shut off the water supply to the fixture before installation.
2. Connect the shorter threaded ends of the hook-up nipples to the deck mount couplers. Loosely attach the
deck mount coupler nuts to the adjustable arm. Loosely tighten the swing arm coupler to the faucet body
for adjusting the centers. Insert the faucet through the 2 holes in the deck. Screw the lock nuts onto the
threaded nipples and tighten.
3. Tighten the nuts of the deck mount couplers to the faucet body.
4. Make no adjustments to valves or valve stems. They are tested at the factory for optimum performance.

Step 2: Installation of Shower Riser, Enclosure and Shower Head – P0008, P0009 & P0010
1. First slip the wall tee onto the shower riser about 10" below the crook in the riser. Only tighten slightly as
later an adjustment will most likely be necessary. Connect portions of the riser with the union nut.
2. Put the riser nut and cone washer onto the end of the riser leaving about ¼” of riser showing at the riser
end.
3. Install the riser onto the faucet, making sure that the riser is fully inserted into the female portion of the
faucet and thread on the nut to the faucet connection compressing the cone washer.
Please note:
Many leg tubs are slightly slanted on the end. The enclosed riser nut and large cone washer have
been designed to compensate for this fact. It is important to only hand tighten the riser to the faucet,
then make the riser vertical using the wall and ceiling braces, and finally tighten the riser nut.
4. Two people are needed for the remaining steps. Take one of the halves of the shower ring and slip it onto
the wall tee. Be certain that the threaded hole is towards the outside of the ring. Insert screws and tighten.
5. Take the ceiling tee and slip the free ends of the shower ring over this part. Be certain that the threaded
hole is towards the top of the ring.
6. After measuring the proper length that the wall and ceiling braces need to be, cut these pieces off at the
unthreaded end to the desired length. DO NOT TAKE THE THREADED PORTIONS OF THE BRACES INTO
ACCOUNT WHEN MEASURING THE BRACES.
7. Install the escutcheons onto the wall and ceiling in their proper positions.
8. Very carefully screw ceiling braces firmly into the ceiling tee. Take care not to flex this joint a great deal. As
you then install the ceiling braces into the ceiling escutcheon and tighten the screw, someone must hold
steadily the other end of the shower ring to reduce flex.
9. Very carefully screw the wall brace firmly into the wall tee and do not allow the joint to flex. You may now
adjust the wall tee to the desired height on the riser. Install the wall brace into the wall escutcheon and
tighten the screw.
10. Thread on your shower head to the riser using Teflon tape on threads.

